High Jump
The Telefix 3m High Jump Telescopic Measuring Pole with the 15cm Cross Arm Bar makes it the ideal Athletics High Jump measuring stick. Made from Aluminium with an integrated bullseye level bubble. Stored length is only 70cm and light weight for easy transport (2kg).

Pole Vault jumping
Telefix 8 metre measuring Pole fitted with the 15cm cross arm bar is ideal for pole vault jumping. The telescopic pole is made of aluminium and has an integrated bullseye bubble. Measures up to 800cm. Stored length is only 136cm. Made in Italy

Metrica Super Action Tape 50m or 100m
The Metrica Super Action Open Reel Steel Tape has an ergonomically shaped frame, is superlight and will not tire your wrist during use and transport.
- Exclusive extraction system of the tape with blocked crank
- Nylon coated tape prevents wear and corrosion
- Foldable hook
- Special rubberized handle with anti-slip coating
- 13mm wide blade
- Tape exit crank blocked
- Shaped for extreme lightness From Italy

Clegg Impact Soil Tester 2.25kg
The Clegg Hammer is used for measuring shock attenuation characteristics of natural and artificial playing surfaces. Made in Australia

JDC Skywatch BL500 Weather Station with UV Index
The Skywatch BL500 is a complete Weather Station connected to your smartphone via Bluetooth. It measures accurately wind speed, temperature, humidity, pressure and UV index. Measured data can be stored and shared on Facebook, Twitter, Instagrm or bl.skywatch.ch on the most popular social networks. Take it with you anywhere during your sport and outdoor leisure activities. Made in Switzerland

Measuring Wheels
These robust and highly accurate Measuring Wheels can be used on most surfaces, smooth and uneven over long or short distances. For easy transport the wheels can be folded in half. From Germany & South Africa
Athletics & Sports

Pin Flags Plastic - available in various sizes and colours

Pin Markers/Tags Plastic - available in various sizes and colours

Dy-Mark Line Marking Machine
Ergonomic design with built-in side line attachment. Includes a utility tray and storage for up to 5 cans of Dy-Mark's Line Marking Paint and Turf Master Paint.

Dy-Mark 2 Wheel Spot Marking Handle
Lightweight, removable handle for spot marking. Suitable for use with Spray & Mark, Landscape Chalk and Mine marking Aerosols

Dy-Mark Industries Long Arm Handle Dispenser
Dy-Mark long Arm Back Saver gives you that extra reach when you need it. Assists in preventing back strain, improves efficiency and makes application less fatiguing. Lightweight aluminium construction. Suitable for use with Spray & Mark cans, landscape chalk and mine marking aerosols

Tally Counter
Count from 0 to 9999 with this 4 digit manual hand tally counter. It has a metal casing (chrome plated), fits comfortable in hand with finger ring, has white numbers on a black background and zero reset.
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